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Abstract—Deep learning approaches have recently proven their
effectiveness in the task of image Super Resolution (SR). In most
cases, very deep structures have been adopted to increase the
models’ performance, leading to neural networks with a high
parameter count that require large computational resources. In
this paper, we propose an efficient, lightweight model, which
leverages the benefits of recursive architectures. The structure
of our network is based on progressive reconstruction, which
strengthens the information flow by taking advantage of dense
and residual connections. Moreover, since SR is a problem that
involves spatial representations and transformations, we exploit
the pixel position information to reinforce the reconstruction task.
To achieve that, we use the Coordinate Convolutional layer, which
exploits coordinate information allowing the network to learn the
translation dependency required by the SR task. We show that
the proposed method performs favorably compared to lightweight
state-of-the-art methods on public benchmark datasets.

Index Terms—super resolution, deep learning, coordinate con-
volution, recursive network

I. INTRODUCTION

Single Image Super Resolution (SISR) aims to derive a

high-resolution (HR) image from a single low-resolution (LR)

version of it. SISR is an active research field, widely used

in application fields that require detailed images such as

surveillance, medical imaging, broadcasting. The problem is

inherently ill-posed, since different HR images can produce

the same LR image by down-scaling. Over the years, various

computational techniques have been proposed in order to

mitigate the ill-posedness nature of the problem [1], [2], [3].
Recently, deep learning methods based on convolutional

neural networks (CNN) achieved significant performance im-

provement over the traditional techniques. Despite the fact

that the first proposed networks for the SR task had few

parameters [4], [5] (57K and 12K parameters respectively),

most state-of-the-art (SoA) models are very deep and com-

putationally heavy. In order to achieve higher reconstruction
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performance, they tend to have an ever-increasing number of

stacked convolutional layers and blocks. This model structure

leads to a dramatic increase in computational cost and memory

consumption. For instance, the EDSR net [6] that won the

first prize at NTIRE 2017 has about 43M parameters. Despite

producing high quality images, very deep and heavy models

are not computationally efficient and are not suitable for real

time processing. For applications where limited computational

resources are available or real-time performance is a prereq-

uisite, lightweight models with a small number of parameters

are required.

On the other hand, although most recent SR CNN-based

methods have proposed various model structures and train-

ing approaches, the information of the pixels’ position has

not yet been explicitly exploited in the existing literature.

The convolutional layer (Conv) learns a translation-invariant

function, which means that multiple translated inputs could

produce a single output. In tasks, such as image classification,

where the final output is independent from the position of the

input image, translation invariance is essential. However, in

SR task, which involves spatial representations and transfor-

mations, this kind of translation invariance could be restrictive.

The addition of the position information allows the model

to adjust between various degrees of translation dependence

according to the task. It is argued here that, especially for

high-frequency information content (e.g edges), the coordinate

information could lead to more efficient inside representations

and therefore to better reconstruction.

In this work we propose a novel lightweight architecture that

offers high quality HR images, while keeping the parameter

count low. To achieve this, a recursive architecture is utilized,

whose core element is a densely connected recursive block.

Our model follows a progressive reconstruction approach,

which recovers a high resolution image in intermediate steps.

To ease the information flow and the training process, we

introduce local skip connections at block level and long skip
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connections at pyramid level. To take a further step, our

method applies coordinate convolutional layers (CoordConv)

[7] to insert position information to the network by adding

extra coordinate channels. This extra information leads to more

efficient reconstruction of high-frequency parts of the image.

Overall, our main contributions are: 1) We propose a

lightweight, recursive, densely connected coordinate-based

network for high quality image restoration. Our model han-

dles the image features more efficiently than the other SoA

lightweight networks and achieves better SR performance.

2) We propose CoordConv layers to exploit pixel position

information and to further improve the representation ability

of our network. 3) We introduce an advanced reconstruction

sub-net with more than one convolutional layer, which takes as

extra input bicubic upscaled features from the previous level

to be used as a guide to the restoration process.

II. RELATED WORK

Classic vision approaches used interpolation techniques

based on sampling theory, such as bicubic and Lanczos

[8], to solve the SR problem. Despite their low complexity

and computational cost, these methods suffer from over-

smoothness and lack of high frequency information. More

advanced methods introduced example-based models that learn

complex mappings between low and high resolution pairs

of image patches. These patches are obtained either directly

from the input image, as in [9], [10], [11], [12] or from an

external database. Neighbor embedding [2], [13], [14] and

sparse coding [3], [15], [16], [17] are two common external-

based learning SR techniques.

In 2014, for the first time, Dong et al. proposed SRCNN [4],

an end-to-end 3-layer convolution network, for single image

super resolution. The main idea was that the conventional

sparse-coding-based SR method could be viewed as a con-

volution neural network. Later, based on SRCNN, Kim et

al. suggested a deeper network, the VDSR [18], with more

stacked convolutional layers and residual learning. DRCN

[19] and DRRN [20] networks exploited recursive learning

and weight sharing to achieve higher performance. In the

MemNet [21] model, Tai et al introduced a memory block

with skip connections in order to achieve persistent, long-term

memory. The main disadvantage of the above methods is that

an interpolated version of the LR image is used as input to the

network instead of the original LR image. This pre-processing

step leads to dramatic increase of computational cost.

To overcome this problem, several methods were applied on

the original LR images by upscaling them at the end of the

network using a transposed or a subpixel convolution layer

[22]. This upscaling method was followed by EDSR [6], a

very deep network consisting of consecutive residual blocks,

with 43M parameters. Inpsired by DenseNet [23], Tong et al.

introduced SRDenseNet [24], by removing the pooling layers

and adding skip connections. The RDN [25] improved the

SRDenseNet performance by exploiting the local and global

residual learning techniques. Unlike the previous approaches,

Haris et al. proposed a network with iterative upsampling

and downsampling units inspired by the conventional back-

projection method [26]. IDN [27], suggested by Hui et al,

combines local long and short-path features to strengthen the

information extraction. In [28], a lightweight network was

developed that consists of local and global cascading modules

with shared parameters. Recently, in RCAN [29] and RAM

[30] a channel attention mechanism [31] is used to perform

channel-wise feature re-calibration.

Regarding the progressive upsampling method, which is

also followed by our model, Lai et al. suggested a Deep

Laplacian Pyramid Network (LapSRN), based on the cascade

convolutional networks [32]. Their approach reconstructs pro-

gressively residual images at multiple scales using multiple

losses to guide the prediction at each level. The LapSR model

was improved by adopting the design of recursive layers and

multi-scale training [33]. The ProSR network [34] proposes

an asymmetric pyramidal architecture without intermediate

supervision. Each pyramid consists of dense blocks in order

to simplify the information flow within the network.

The aforementioned methods use as reconstruction error

the l2-norm or the Charbonnier penalty function. Johnson

et al. [35] and Bruna et al. [36] proposed a perceptual

loss based on features obtained from a pre-trained image

classification network. In SRGAN [37], Ledig et al. combines

a generative adversarial network with perceptual loss for more

photo-realistic images. This baseline was further improved in

ENEt [38] by introducing a texture matching loss. Recent

studies exploit dense and residual connections to develop more

efficient GAN frameworks [39].

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Pyramid Structure

Our model follows a progressive reconstruction approach, as

shown in Fig. 1. It takes as input a LR image and progressively

recovers the HR image in a coarse to fine way. Each level

consists of a number of densely connected blocks followed

by a sub-pixel convolutional layer. Inspired by [34], which

suggests a more efficient asymmetric pyramid structure, we

use more dense units at lower pyramid levels. For better

supervision we follow the multi-loss logic in which each level

has its own loss function. The intermediate HR images were

obtained from ground truth HR image by downsampling.

B. Recursive Dense Block

The core element of our network is a dense block, as

depicted in Fig. 2. Like residual connections, dense connec-

tions strengthen the information flow through the network

by exploiting features from both lower and higher layers.

Motivated by [23], each dense block comprises a number of

bottleneck layers, which are composed of 3 consecutive oper-

ations: Conv(1,1)-ReLU-Conv(3,3). As in recent SR methods

[6], [34], we remove the Batch Normalization (BN) operation.

The growth rate, which determines how much new information

is obtained from a layer, was set at k = 32 and each (1, 1)
Conv layer, within the bottleneck layer, produces 4×k feature
maps. At the end of each dense block we use a bottleneck
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Fig. 1: Network Architecture

(1,1) layer to break the dense connection. To improve the

information flow we add local skip connections, where the

input to the identity branch of the residual unit is the output

of the previous block at each stage.

C. Parameter Sharing

Our strategy is to share the network parameters both within

and across pyramid levels. Each level consists of a number

of recursive dense blocks and each dense block consists of

6 distinct bottleneck layers. The weights of the 6 bottleneck

layers are shared among the recursive blocks at all levels. The

reconstruction sub-net shares a common structure and task at

each stage, which is to produce a 2x residual super resolution

image from an incoming representation. Therefore, in order to

make the model lighter, we share the reconstruction sub-net

parameters across all pyramid levels.

D. Coordinate Convolutional Layer (CoordConv)

The CoordConv layer proposed by Liu et al. [7], depicted in

Fig. 3, follows a different approach from standard convolution

layer by explicitly exploiting spatial coordinates. Based on the

idea to discard the translation invariance, a core property in

CNNs, extra channels that contain coordinate information are

concatenated to the input of the layer. The CoordConv layer

allows the network, through the training process, to decide on

the effectiveness of the translation dependence. The potential

improvement due to CoordConv layers has been evaluated on

various computer vision tasks including image classification,

object detection and generative modeling. For processes whose

performance depends on translation invariance, such as image

classification, the effect of CoordConv layer is not signifi-

cant. Conversely, in object detection and generative modeling,

which involve a coordinate transform problem, the CoordConv

addition achieved important improvement. We investigate the

impact of translation dependence in the SR task by adding a

CoordConv layer at the input of each pyramid level.

Fig. 2: Recursive Dense Block

E. Network Architecture
We denote the input, the output and the ground truth image

of our network as ILR, ISR and IGT respectively . The ILR image

is extracted from the IGT by bicubic downscaling using the

Matlab Toolbox.
1) Shallow Feature Extraction Net: Initially, one Coord-

Conv layer and one Conv layer are used for shallow feature

extraction. The CoordConv layer takes as input the ILR image,

adds the two extra coordinate channels and applies a Conv

layer (Fig. 3).

Fcoord = Hcoord ∗ (ILR), (1)

where Hcoord is the coordinate convolution operation. The

output channels are fed to the traditional Conv layer for further

shallow processing. This layer produces 32 feature maps,

which are used for global residual learning and as input to

the first pyramidal level.

F0s = H0 ∗ (Fcoord), (2)

where H0 denotes the convolution operation.
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2) Pyramidal Densely Connected Feature Extraction Net:
Each pyramid level comprises a number of recursive dense

blocks (RDBs) followed by a sub-pixel convolutional layer

(SP) for 2x upscaling. The output of the sub-pixel layer at

each level is connected with two different sub-nets: a) the

reconstruction net that produces a residual image at current

level s and b) a CoordConv layer, which is the input to the

next s+1 feature extraction stage. Each pyramid level has its

own global residual skip connection which combines lower

and higher feature representations. At level s, the output of

the b-th RDB can be obtained by

Fbs = HRDBb
∗ (Fb−1s), (3)

where HRDBb
denotes the operation of the recursive dense

block. The output of the s pyramid level can be formulated as

FPFs = HSPs(HRDBb
(HRDBb−1

(...(HRDB1(F0s))))+F0s),
(4)

where FPFs
are the extracted feature maps from the s pyra-

midal level and HSP is the sub-pixel operation.

Fig. 3: Coordinate Convolutional layer

3) Image SR Reconstruction Net: Most of the SR networks
commonly use as reconstruction net a single Conv layer that

produces either a 3 or single channel residual image depending

on the input ILR image (RGB or Y-channel). In order to

strengthen the reconstruction process we use more Conv layers

at this sub-net.

Hrecon = Conv1(Conv32(Conv64(Conv128))), (5)

where Hrecon denotes the reconstruction net and consists of

consecutive convolutional operations.

Furthermore, instead of using only the feature maps from

the pyramidal feature extractor as input to the reconstruction

net, we propose the concatenation with features from the

bicubic upscaled image of the previous level, as shown in

Fig. 1. For the first level, the bicubic upscaled ILR is a initial

estimation of the 2x ISR. Therefore the features produced by

this image could be used as a guide, to this level extracted

features, in order to recover a refined 2x ISR image. Next levels

follow the same reconstruction procedure.

The network is designed to output the residual Iress

Iress = Hrecon(Fconcat), (6)

where Fconcat are produced by feature concatenation as de-

scribed above. The final ISRs image can be computed as

ISRs
= Iress + ϕ(ISRs−1

), (7)

where ϕ is the bicubic interpolation operation.

F. Multi-scale Training

We follow two training strategies, the single-scale and the

multi-scale one. In the single-scale one, two separate networks

were built for scale factors s = 2 and s = 4 in order to
be trained individually. On the other hand, in the multi-scale

one, one common model was trained for the two scales {2,4}.
This model predicts both 2x and 4x SR images from different

layers. During training, we split alternately a batch of samples

for 2x and 4x upsampling scale.

Inspired by recent models [6], [25] that use the L1 norm as

loss function, instead of the commonly used L2 norm, we use

the Charbonnier penalty function, such as in LapSRN [32].

The overall loss is formulated as:

L(Ŷ , Y ) =
1

N

L∑

i=1

L∑

s=1

ρ(Ŷ i
s − Y i

s ), (8)

where ρ(x) =
√
x2 + ε2 is the Charbonnier loss function,

Ŷ , Y are the estimated SR image and the corresponding HR

image respectively, N is the number of samples per batch and

L is the number of pyramid levels. We choose the ε parameter
to be 10−3.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Training and Testing Datasets

All of our models were trained with the DIV2K dataset [40],

which consists of 800 high quality (2K resolution) training

images and 100 validation images. This dataset is commonly

used in recent SR [25], [34] methods because of the diversity

of images included. We use the standard benchmark datasets

including Set5 [13], Set14 [15], B100 [41] and Urban100 [11]

for testing. The performance of our model was evaluated with

PSNR and SSIM quality metrics using only the Y channel

(luminance) of the YCbCr color space. For RGB images the

Cb and Cr channels are bicubically upsampled. By following

[6], [26], at testing phase we crop s pixels around image
boundary, where s is the scale factor.

B. Implementation and Training Details

In the proposed network, the number of filters at each (3,3)

Conv layer is 32. We use 6 dense blocks at first pyramid

level and 4 at second level for an asymmetric pyramidal

structure. The CoordConv layer add two extra channels at input

representations. The first channel contains the i coordinate at
Cartesian space and the second channel the j coordinate. The
(0,0) starting point corresponds to the upper left corner of the

image and the coordinate values are normalized to range [0,1].

During the training phase, we randomly crop the training LR

images into 48x48 patches for scale factor 2 and into 36x36

patches for scale factor 4 and set the mini-batch size at 16.
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TABLE I: Gain of multi-scale training w.r.t single-scale training on all datasets

Improvement
w.r.t single-scale

2x/4x
Set5 Set14 BSD100 Urban100

single 37.74 / 31.93 33.35 / 28.39 32.06 / 27.46 31.79 / 25.88

multi-scale +0.05 / +0.05 +0.09 / +0.02 +0.04 / +0.03 +0.14 / +0.10

These extracted patches were augmented with horizontal and

vertical flipping and with 90 degree rotation. For weights ini-

tialization we use a uniform distribution. The Adam optimizer

is used for model parameters update with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999.
The initial learning rate is set to 10-4 and decreases by a half

if there is not validation PSNR improvement for 40 epochs.

TABLE II: Investigation of CoordConv layer on all datasets

(4x)

w/o CoordConv with CoordConv

PSNR/SSIM on Set5 (4x) 31.87 / 0.8893 31.93 / 0.8900

PSNR/SSIM on Set14 (4x) 28.37 / 0.7755 28.39 / 0.7758

PSNR/SSIM on BSDS100 (4x) 27.45 / 0.7311 27.46 / 0.7314

PSNR/SSIM on Urban100 (4x) 25.84 / 0.7767 25.88 / 0.7781

(a) Urban100(4x):
img 076

(b) w/o
CoordConv

(c) with
CoordConv

Fig. 4: Visual comparison for 4x SR, with and without

CoordConv layer

C. Model Analysis

1) Coordinate Convolutional Layer: To demonstrate the

effectiveness of CoordConv layer in SR task, we construct two

models, with and without CoordConv layers, respectively. The

two models have the same dense blocks number, bottleneck

layers number per block and growth rate and are trained with

scale factor 4x. The extra channels added by the CoordConv,

contain the i,j coordinates of the input representation. By com-
paring the results, in Table II, we show that the model with the

CoordConv layers attains higher performance than that without

CoordConv, both on datasets with natural images (Set5), and

on datasets with more structured images (Urban100). In Fig.

4, we show a visual comparison on scale 4x. We observe that

the CoordConv model achieves to recover a finer image with

more structural details. The latter confirms that the coordinate

information addition allows the network to better maintain

object structures, leading to improved SR images.

2) Multi-scale training: As mentioned in subsection III-F,
we follow a multi-scale training strategy in order to exploit the

benefits of the inter-scale correlations. To quantify the benefits

of simultaneous multi-scale training over single-scale learning

we train our model with the {2x}, {4x} and {2x,4x} scale
combinations. As Table I shows, multi-scale training improves

the reconstruction quality and outperforms the single-scale

models on all datasets with major difference on datasets that

contain details in various frequencies, such as the Urban100.

3) Execution Time: We evaluate the inference time on the
machine with 4GHz Intel i7 CPU (32G RAM) and Nvidia

GeForce GTX 1070 GPU (8G memory). Table III shows the

average execution time on four benchmark datasets. The speed

of our model is mainly determined by the size of the input

images. The processing time increases when the resolution of

the input image increases.

TABLE III: The running time (sec) on the 4 benchmark

datasets with scale factor 4x

Dataset scale (avg) Inference time (sec) (typ.) Image resolution

Set5 4x 0.07 120x80

Set14 4x 0.09 120x120

BSDS100 4x 0.07 120x80

Urban100 4x 0.3 256x256

D. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

We evaluate our proposed model by comparing with 8

state-of-the-art SR methods including SRCNN [4], VDSR

[18], LapSR [32], MSLapSR [33], DRRN [20], MemNet

[21], IDN [27], CARN-M [28]. The aforementioned mod-

els are lightweight with similar number of parameters with

our model. We perform extensive experiments on the four

benchmark datasets. Each dataset has different characteristics,

namely Set5, Set14 and BDS100 contain natural images, while

Urban100 contains more challenging structured images with

details in various frequency bands.

In table IV, we provide a summary of quantitative compari-

son, in terms of PSNR and SSIM. Our final multi-scale model

performs favorably against existing SoA methods both on 2x

and on 4x scale factor. Especially for the challenging dataset

Urban100, it outperforms significantly the existing methods.

The PSNR gain of our model over the second best model is

0.62 dB and 0.36 for 2x and 4x, respectively.

Fig. 5 provides a visual comparison of the images re-

constructed by the proposed model and other SoT methods.
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Urban100(4x):

img058

HR

(PSNR/SSIM)

MemNet

(25.23/0.8377)

Bicubic

(22.34/0.7139)

IDN

(25.06/0.8321)

DRRN

(25.07/0.8340)

CARN-M

(25.19/0.8430)

MSLapSR

(24.96/0.8365)

Ours

(25.72/0.8576)

Urban100(4x):

img059

HR

(PSNR/SSIM)

MemNet

(21.52/0.7435)

Bicubic

(20.45/0.6553)

IDN

(21.43/0.7356)

DRRN

(21.50/0.740)

CARN-M

(21.57/0.7417)

MSLapSR

(21.36/0.7395)

Ours

(22.13/0.7691)

BSD100(4x):

119082

HR

(PSNR/SSIM)

MemNet

(24.18/0.7000)

Bicubic

(22.11/0.5948)

IDN

(24.16/0.7075)

DRRN

(24.37/0.7149)

CARN-M

(24.44/0.7262)

MSLapSR

(24.17/0.7190)

Ours

(24.73/0.7334)

Urban100(4x):

37073

HR

(PSNR/SSIM)

MemNet

(30.39/0.8146)

Bicubic

(28.00/0.7390)

IDN

(30.41/0.8158)

DRRN

(30.39/0.8146)

CARN-M

(30.21/0.811)

MSLapSR

(30.40/0.8178)

Ours

(30.63/0.8234)

Fig. 5: Visual results of images obtained by our model and other SoT methods on datasets Urban100 and BDS100.
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TABLE IV: Quantitative evaluation of state-of-the-art SR methods. Red and blue indicate the best and the second best

performance, respectively.

Scale Method # params
Set5

PSNR/SSIM

Set14

PSNR/SSIM

BSD100

PSNR/SSIM

Urban100

PSNR/SSIM

2x

SRCNN [4] 57K 36.66 / 0.9542 32.42 / 0.9063 31.36 / 0.8879 29.50 / 0.8946

VDSR [18] 666K 37.53 / 0.9587 33.03 / 0.9088 31.90 / 0.8960 30.76 / 0.9140

LapSR [32] 436K 37.52 / 0.9590 33.08 / 0.9130 31.80 / 0.8950 30.41 / 0.9100

DRRN [20] 298K 37.74 / 0.9590 33.23 / 0.9136 32.05 / 0.8973 31.23 / 0.9188

MSLapSR [33] 220K 37.78 / 0.9600 33.28 / 0.9150 32.05 / 0.8980 31.15 / 0.9190

MemNet [21] 677K 37.78 / 0.9597 33.28 / 0.9142 32.08 / 0.8978 31.31 / 0.9195

IDN [27] 553K 37.83 / 0.9600 33.30 / 0.9148 32.08 / 0.8985 31.27 / 0.9196

CARN-M [28] 412K 37.53 / 0.9583 33.26 / 0.9141 31.92 / 0.8960 31.23 / 0.9193

Ours 496K 37.79 / 0.9589 33.44 / 0.9146 32.10 / 0.8983 31.93 / 0.9254

4x

SRCNN [4] 57K 30.48 / 0.8628 27.49 / 0.7503 26.90 / 0.7101 24.52 / 0.7221

VDSR [18] 666K 31.35 / 0.8838 28.01 / 0.7674 27.29 / 0.7251 25.18 / 0.7524

LapSR [32] 813K 31.54 / 0.8850 28.19 / 0.7720 27.32 / 0.7280 25.21 / 0.7560

DRRN [20] 298K 31.68 / 0.8888 28.21 / 0.7720 27.38 / 0.7284 25.44 / 0.7638

MSLapSR [33] 220K 31.74 / 0.8890 28.26 / 0.7740 27.43 / 0.7310 25.51 / 0.7680

MemNet [21] 677K 31.74 / 0.8893 28.26 / 0.7723 27.40 / 0.7281 25.50 / 0.7630

IDN [27] 553K 31.82 / 0.8903 28.25 / 0.7730 27.41 / 0.7297 25.41 / 0.7632

CARN-M [28] 412K 31.92 / 0.8903 28.42 / 0.7762 27.44 / 0.7304 25.62 / 0.7694

Ours 510K 31.98 / 0.8906 28.41 / 0.7767 27.49 / 0.7323 25.98 / 0.7811

The figure shows that our model is capable to recover high

frequency information from the low-resolution images. For

images image058 and image059 of Urban100 dataset, our

method accurately reconstructs the line patterns, while the

other methods produce blurred images or images that contain

artifacts. As shown on images 119082 and 37073 of BSD100,
except for linear patterns, our model can better recover more

complex objects, such as vehicles and text. In Fig. 6 we

provide visual results of more ’natural’ images of BSD100

dataset.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose a novel lightweight architecture

that employs recursive dense blocks to progressively extract

efficient features for HR image restoration. To enhance our

model capacity, we exploit the benefits of coordinate informa-

tion by adding a number of CoordCocv layers. Furthermore,

we construct a more complex reconstruction sub-net, which

takes into account the information of the bicubic image in

order to produce a refined SR image at each level. The

proposed method achieves competitive performance against

other SoA approaches, on four benchmark datasets, in terms

of PSNR and SSIM.
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